BACK AT THE CHICKEN SHACK

COMP: TONY SMITH

RAY LEONARD
Alto Sax 1

Back At The Chicken Shack

130 BPM SHUFFLE

Comp: Jimmy Smith
Arr: Ray Leonard

Optional repeat for sax solos
Back At The Chicken Shack

Comp: Jimmy Smith
Arr: Ray Leonard

130bpm shuffle

Optional Repeat for sax solo
Alto Sax 2
BACK AT THE CHICKEN SHACK

Comp: Jimmy Smith
Arr: Ray Leonard

130bpm shuffle

Optional Repeat for sax solo
Tenor Sax 1
Back At The Chicken Shack

Comp: Jimmy Smith
Arr: Ray Leonard

130BPM Shuffle

Optional Repeat for sax solo
Tenor Sax 2
Baritone Sax

BACK AT THE CHICKEN SHACK

130bpm shuffle

Comp: Jimmy Smith
Arr: Ray Leonard

Baritone Sax

Optional Repeat for sax solo
Baritone Sax
Trumpet 1

**Back At The Chicken Shack**

Comp: Jimmy Smith  
Arr: Ray Leonard

130bpm shuffle
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Optional Repeat for sax solo
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Trumpet 2

**Back At The Chicken Shack**

**Comp:** Jimmy Smith  
**Arr:** Ray Leonard

130bpm shuffle

![Musical notation image]
Trumpet 3

Back At The Chicken Shack

Comp: Jimmy Smith
Arr: Ray Leonard

130BPM SHUFFLE

Optional Repeat for sax solo
Trumpet 4

Back At The Chicken Shack

Comp: Jimmy Smith
Arr: Ray Leonard

130bpm shuffle
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Optional Repeat for sax solo
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Trombone 1

BACK AT THE CHICKEN SHACK

Comp: Jimmy Smith
Arr: Ray Leonard

130bpm Shuffle
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Optional Repeat for sax solo
TROMBONE 2

BACK AT THE CHICKEN SHACK
Comp: Jimmy Smith
arr: Ray Leonard

130bpm shuffle
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Optional Repeat for sax solo

12
Back At The Chicken Shack

Comp: Jimmy Smith
Arr: Ray Leonard

1308pm Shuffle

Trombone 3
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TROMBONE 4

BACK AT THE CHICKEN SHACK

Comp: Jimmy Smith
Arr: Ray Leonard

130bpm shuffle
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Optional Repeat for sax solo
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ORGAN

BACK AT THE CHICKEN SHACK

Comp: Jimmy Smith
Arr: Ray Leonard

130bpm shuffle
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Front Line behind Organ solo

Organ
Back At The Chicken Shack

Bass

130bpm shuffle

Comp: Jimmy Smith
Are: Ray Leonard

Front Line Lead in

Optional Repeat for sax solo